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What causes wars to end? Many years ago Geoffrey Blainey (The Causes of War, 1988) argued 
that the answer is the obverse of the coin that depicts war initiation: if wars begin because states 
disagree about relative power and their inflated war expectations prevent them from finding a 
mutually acceptable deal that would preserve the peace, then wars end because combat provides 
the “stinging ice of reality” that corrects their estimates and opens up the road to agreement. 
Since this pioneering work, studies of crisis bargaining have proliferated while the question of 
war termination has been relatively neglected. The two books I am reviewing here are among the 
very few attempts to fill that glaring hole. What is especially intriguing is that whereas both stud-
ies start with essentially the same fundamental premise, they develop in very different directions, 
reach incongruent conclusions, and give contradictory historical accounts. At the very least, I 
hope that this will set the stage for a flurry of research that would address their seemingly anom-
alous findings. 

Remarkably, both books begin with a concession – to the rationalist explanations of war (and 
peace) that commonly go under the moniker “bargaining theory of war” and their formalization 
(because most of this theory is developed in a series of game-theoretic models) of Blainey’s orig-
inal approach, which itself was far from rationalist. Both Stanley (who calls this “the standard 
Bayesian model”) and Reiter (who refers to it as the “information-based solution”) accept the 
“informational story” supplied by this theory as their starting point: wars end because fighting 
allows for war expectations to converge. Battlefield performance provides an objective clue to 
the fundamental balance of power, and diplomatic behavior of actors reveals privately held 
knowledge about their strength. Both of these sources, the first far less manipulable than the se-
cond, transmit information to the belligerents, which makes them revise their beliefs, and even-
tually enables them to find peace terms that  would satisfy them both.  Of course,  this idealized 
account is highly simplified and appears incapable of explaining protracted wars and the many 
instances in which the revision of war aims during the war went opposite to what the neat infor-
mational convergence story would predict. The two authors part ways in explaining these anoma-
lies. 

Reiter attempts to integrate the informational approach with the other strand of the bargaining 
theory of war – the credible commitment explanation. In the “commitment story”, war occurs 
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because actors cannot credibly promise to abide by the peace deal. An actor who expects to ac-
quire a large advantage in the distribution of power in the near future cannot commit not to use 
that advantage to extract concessions from the weakened opponent. If the gap between what it 
will extort tomorrow and what it can offer for peace today is sufficiently large, and if there is no 
time to make piecemeal adjustments to the distribution of the benefits, then the declining state is 
better off starting a preventive war that, if victorious, would forestall this unpleasant future. Im-
portantly, this theory does not rely in asymmetric information and as such is wholly distinct from 
Blainey’s. Implicit in this account is another explanation for war termination: wars end because 
fighting eliminates one of the belligerents and thus renders the commitment problem moot.  

Indeed, this is precisely the argument Reiter makes: he calls it “absolute war” and argues that 
contrary to claims sometimes made in the literature, such wars are not empirically rare. By his 
count, which includes both “violent state deaths” (when one state conquers and annexes another) 
and “foreign-imposed regime change” (when the victor “impose[s] a puppet regime, install[s] 
democratic institutions, and/or hardwire[s] pacifism into a nation’s laws”, 26), about a quarter of 
all wars between 1815 and 1992 have been absolute (35). Now, one may quibble, along with 
Clausewitz, that a war that preserves enough independence for the vanquished to enable it to re-
gain military strength and seek a revanche is not absolute. More important, however, is the puz-
zle even this generous statistic raises: if absolute war is the only sure way to solve the commit-
ment problem, then why do the vast majority of wars remain limited? More precisely, if wars are 
caused by commitment problems and end without the elimination of an adversary, then how does 
fighting resolve the commitment problem? 

Although this question is not new (and we have a few tentative answers), Reiter’s main contribu-
tion is to attempt a synthesis of the informational and commitment stories. He has an intriguing 
take on the puzzle: the “best”, and possibly most enduring, ending of a war would be to disarm 
the opponent (absolute war), and one must explain the failure to pursue it. His answer is four-
fold. The war can remain limited because fighting might convince one actor that it has no hope 
of eventual victory, or that the costs of staying the course will dramatically escalate. It can also 
end “prematurely” if one actor captures some portion of a good (e.g., strategically important ter-
ritory) that can alleviate the commitment problem by reducing the opponent’s ability to wage 
war in the future. Finally, actors might be less likely to worry about their commitments if a third 
party guarantees the settlement by providing some enforcement of its terms. Although these ar-
guments all appear reasonable, one blind spot they all share (with the possible exception of the 
first)  is  that  it  is  unclear how fighting is supposed to induce these solutions. Why do the actors 
fail to foresee the cost escalation, or find ways to divide the strategically important good, or get 
third parties involved without a war? In other words, while I can see how these solutions might 
make war termination easier, I am not sure why it is necessary to fight in order to obtain them. 
Thus, while intriguing, Reiter’s theory appears incomplete in its present state. 

While Reiter maintains parsimony with a model that assumes (almost) unitary actors, Stanley 
breaks up the state black box and looks to domestic political coalitions to explain why wars end 
when  they  do.  In  her  reading,  the  crucial  puzzle  is  why  states  continue  to  fight  after  rational  
learning should have told them to stop. Wars caused by asymmetric information “should” end 
when battlefield outcomes and intrawar diplomacy reveal enough information to allow expecta-
tions to converge. Although the majority of wars last less than six months (which makes them 
potentially explicable by the informational story), there is a sufficient number that lasts substan-
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tially longer. Stanley notes that protracted wars defy this explanation because it is hard to see 
why belligerents need many months, sometimes years, of costly stalemate to update their beliefs.  

She identifies three “obstacles to peace” that arise from domestic political dynamics and that 
might prolong fighting: preference obstacles (when leaders benefit from the war and do not want 
to end it), information obstacles (when leaders fail to learn properly, either because they are giv-
en poor information, have access to different information, look at incompatible indicators, or suf-
fer from individual or organizational biases), and entrapment obstacles (when leaders want to 
end the war but are prevented from doing so by domestic or foreign actors). Different governing 
coalitions (what she means are political units relevant to the decision to end the war) are subject 
to these problems in varying ways, and their wartime behavior will differ accordingly. Stanley 
elaborates on how changes in domestic governing coalitions should be expected to affect how the 
state responds to battlefield developments or changes in the opponent’s coalitional dynamics. 
Thus, war termination is to be explained by changes in the composition of the governing coali-
tion. For instance, when one side undergoes a moderately hawkish shift and the opponent experi-
ences a dovish shift, the prospects for peace should increase because the desire to come to terms 
on one side will not be overwhelmed by the expansion of war aims on the other. 

Thus, while Reiter sees war fighting as rational (in that it constitutes optimal behavior given in-
formational and commitment constraints), Stanley views protracted fighting as inherently irra-
tional, at least from the perspective of the active belligerents. Long wars do not resolve an under-
lying cause, they are manifestations of a dismal failure to learn or escape the constraints imposed 
by allies or own wartime policies. This conclusion, of course, is solely the consequence of her 
adopting only the first variant of the bargaining model of war. By ignoring the problem of credi-
ble commitments that Reiter focuses on, she misses a viable rationalist explanation of long wars 
that does not rely on informational asymmetries and thus does not require one to explain appar-
ent failures to learn. 

This is not to say that the two-level approach is not the way to go. I happen to think that Stan-
ley’s is the research agenda of the future, and Reiter will probably agree with that – after all, his 
“foreign-imposed regime change” solution to the credible commitment problem is essentially an 
argument about domestic politics – how governments with these special institutions will behave 
differently than the original governing coalition that prosecuted the war. The problem is that this 
research is very hard, a lot harder than Stanley’s book makes it look. The fundamental question 
that  is  not  sufficiently  explored  has  to  do  with  the  causes  of  coalitional  changes.  While  some,  
like Stalin’s death in March 1953, are conveniently exogenous to the war (in this case, the Kore-
an), most might not be. In fact, some changes are made specifically to implement new war poli-
cies or replace a government whose policies have been discredited (e.g., Churchill in May 1940). 
In other words, when the war ends because the new coalition brings “new preferences” to the 
table, can we say that the coalitional shift caused the war to end? The answer to this clearly de-
pends on whether the coalition came precisely in order to end the war, a change in the strategic 
calculus that came about because other factors convinced enough people that the present policy 
is not working. If that is the case, then it is these “other factors”, together with the political insti-
tutions that determine whose “voice” is heard, that can be said to be the cause of the war’s end. 

Some of these issues can be addressed by careful research design. The cores of both books com-
prise historical case studies. Stanley traces in depth the internal policies of the three main actors 
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in the Korean War (the USSR, the US, and China). In addition to this war, Reiter examines the 
American Civil War and three wars of the mid-20th century (the European War in 1940-42, the 
Pacific War in 1944-45, and the Russo-Finnish Wars of 1939-44). Stanley also offers a quantita-
tive test of her hypotheses using two data sets, one of which she collected (twenty post-World 
War II wars). Since process-tracing is the privileged procedure and both studies offer an explana-
tion of the Korean War, it might be worth comparing what they have to say about it. 

Both authors puzzle over the last 15 months of the war when the fighting had stalemated, the 
costs were very high, and the only issue blocking a cease-fire had to do with the treatment of 
POWs.  Why did  it  take  the  two sides  so  much more  pain  and  suffering  to  reach  an  agreement  
that was essentially equivalent to what had been proposed over a year earlier? Reiter’s answer is 
that there were many more Communist POWs, and the full swap the Communist side was de-
manding would have returned disproportionately more soldiers to their side. This would have 
created a power shift in their favor and caused them to renege on the peace deal. Thus, the story 
goes, the US fought in order to prevent this from happening (83). I am not aware of any evidence 
to support this interpretation and neither is Stanley (173). Her own case study shows quite con-
vincingly that Truman rashly made voluntary repatriation a public issue without thinking through 
what the Communist reaction might be. She also shows that many on the US side thought it was 
both a matter of principle and reputation to uphold the commitment to human liberty that the UN 
was ostensibly fighting to preserve in Korea. Finally, given the well-known treatment of Soviet 
POWs who were punished upon their return to the USSR after World War II, it is quite uncertain 
that returning Communist solders would have resulted in augmentation of the Communist forces.  

If Reiter’s explanation is not convincing, then what about Stanley’s? There are some difficulties 
there as well. The essence of her account is that Stalin was benefiting from the war, so the USSR 
was not interested in ending it, and since the Chinese were so heavily dependent on Soviet aid, 
he managed to entrap them and force them to continue fighting even when they had come to be-
lieve they should compromise. Only when he died and the moderate Triumvirate came to power 
in Moscow could Beijing finally move with a peace offering. On the American side, the Truman 
Administration was “trapped in the NSC-68 mindset” that saw the conflict as part of global Mos-
cow-controlled Communist expansionist attempt, which committed it to fighting but without suf-
ficient  resources  so  that  enough  might  be  ready  for  a  global  war  with  the  USSR.  It  could  not  
back down on the POW issue for domestic political reasons and did not want to escalate for stra-
tegic ones. Only when Eisenhower came to power with his Republican credentials and his openly 
stated readiness to escalate in order to end the war did the Communists, freed by Stalin’s death, 
agree to end the war. 

The separate components of this explanation are all plausible but the whole story leaves some 
important questions without an answer. For instance, if the war was so costly to the Chinese and 
was pushing them, against their wishes, deeper into the Soviet embrace, why not end it? How, 
exactly, was Stalin able to entrap them? He might have threatened to withdraw his aid, but then it 
would not have mattered since the fighting would have been over. If the Chinese needed the aid 
in order to reconstruct the country after the war, then they could have saved themselves some of 
the destruction and expenses by ending it early. By Stanley’s own account they were getting a 
raw deal from the Soviets: all the “fraternal” aid was coming at a hefty price in terms of loans 
and food exports. Furthermore, if Stalin truly was the major obstacle, then why blame the Tru-
man Administration for its failure to perceive the changes in the Chinese position? According to 
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Stanley’s  own explanation,  it  would  have  been  quite  correct  to  focus  on  the  Soviets!  It  is  also  
important to emphasize that when Eisenhower came to office, he could afford military policies 
that Truman could not precisely because Truman’s unpopular mobilization measures had borne 
fruit. In other words, it could be that he could escalate where Truman simply could not.  

A  less  tortuous  account  would  have  the  Chinese  fighting  on  for  domestic  reasons  (e.g.,  Mao  
could use the war to consolidate power, push through painful policies, avoid the propaganda dis-
aster that non-returning POWs would create), and Stalin egging him on while it was safe that the 
US would not attack China itself (and thus activate the mutual defense treaty, dragging the USSR 
into the war). When Eisenhower came to power, the threat that the US would escalate the 
fighting to China itself caused both sides to reassess their policies and move closer to an agree-
ment. Ironically, Stalin’s death might have been exactly what the Americans (with their percep-
tion of Moscow pulling the strings) needed in order to accept these changes as genuine rather 
than a tactical ploy. I am not arguing that this is what happened, but it does seem to me that this 
story gives a more straightforward account of the facts. 

What this reveals, I believe, is the difficulty with using process-tracing for evaluating the causal 
mechanism specified by an under-developed theory pitched at very high levels of abstraction. 
The temptation to read history in a way that would fit the causal pathway is simply irresistible. 
The sparse theories do not provide enough guidance as to the conditions (counterfactuals) that 
are necessary to sustain their inferences, and as a result there is just too much interpretive free-
dom. This is not meant to lambast the method or its present application – it is to suggest that we 
really need more work on war termination, most of which will doubtless be along the lines 
shown by Reiter and Stanley. 


